Tapping the potential of polymer brushes through synthesis.
CONSPECTUS: Polymer brushes are becoming increasing popular in the chemical literature, because scientists can control their chemical configuration, density, architecture, and thickness down to nanoscale precision with even simple laboratory setups. A polymer brush is made up of a layer of polymers attached to a substrate surface at one end with the other end dangling into a solvent. In a suitable solvent, the polymer chains stretch away from the surface due to both steric and osmotic repulsion between the chain segments. In an inadequate solvent, however, the polymer chains collapse due to enough interior free space after desolvation. This unique class of materials exhibit interesting physicochemical properties at interfaces and have numerous applications from sensing to surface/interface property control. Chemists have made recent advances in surface modification and specific application of polymer brushes, due to both profound mechanistic understanding and synthetic strategies. The commonly used synthetic strategies for generating polymer brushes are surface-initiated polymerizations (SIPs), which resemble planting rice. That is, the assembly of initiator on the surface is similar to transplanting rice seedlings, and the subsequent polymerizations are akin to rice growth. Among different SIP methods, researchers mostly use surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) because it provides many advantages in the preparation of well-defined polymer brushes, including easy initiator synthesis, fair control over polymer growth, a "living" end for copolymer grafting, and polymerization in aqueous solution. However, chemists gradually realized that there still room for improvement in this method, since the conventional SI-ATRP method suffers several drawbacks. These include having limited availability on various materials surfaces, rigorous synthetic protocols, heavy consumption and waste of unreacted monomers, and limited ability to control a polymerization process. Moreover, applications of polymer brushes as model surfaces must benefit from the synergistic strategies and profound insights into the fundamental understanding of the polymerization. This is not only to optimize the SI-ATRP process but also to expand the range of monomers, simplify reaction setups, reduce the cost, and ultimately gain control of the synthesis of well-defined polymeric surfaces for material science and engineering. In this Account, we provide an overview of our and others' recent advances in the fabrication of polymer brushes by using SI-ATRP, to promote the widespread application of SI-ATRP and practical applications of the polymer brushes. We aim to provide fundamental mechanistic and synthetic features of SI-ATRP, while emphasizing the various externally applied stimuli mediated catalytic and initiation systems, including electrochemistry, chemical reducing agents, and photochemistry. In addition, we discuss how chemists can advantageously exploit these methods to synthesize functional polymeric surfaces in environmentally friendly media and facilitate in situ regulation of a dynamic polymerization process. We also discuss structural polymer brushes, such as block copolymers and patterned and gradient structures. Finally, we provide examples that highlight some practical applications of polymer brushes using SI-ATRP, especially the emerging polymerization methods. Overall, recently developed SI-ATRP systems overcome many limitations that permit less rigorous synthetic protocols and facilitate scientific community-wide access to surface modifications. By using these methodologies, chemists are tapping the potential of polymer brushes in surface/interface research areas.